KEY AND MARKING SCALE

I- COMPREHENSION

A. THE BEST TITLE
1. The story of a genius

B. TRUE OR FALSE STATEMENTS. JUSTIFY

C. THE RIGHT ORDER OF EVENTS IN THE TEXT
Thomas Edison first became a newsboy, then became a telegraph operator, and finally got his patent.

D. SENTENCE COMPLETION
ANSWER IN YOUR OWN WORDS

E. EXPRESSIONS OR PHRASES
1. attended school for only two months
2. his first work experience did not end well
3. he thought of his deafness as a blessing in many ways

F. WORDS REFERENCE
1. Thomas Edison  2. inventions

II- LANGUAGE

A. REWRITING SENTENCES
1. The school champions were received by the headmaster.
2. The boss told Janet that he wasn’t satisfied with her work.
3. If he had got a visa, Dr Falahi could have attended the conference in France.

B. TENSES
Had already left …………………….had told………………to wake…………

C. PHRASAL VERBS
1. look them up  2. apply for  3. bring about  4. stand for
**D. GAPS FILLING**
Gifted…………..interest…………amazing……………..looking forward to………

**E. MATCH EACH SENTENCE WITH ITS APPROPRIATE FUNCTION**
Answers 1 cause / effect  2. purpose  3. addition

**III- WRINTING**
Assessment and scoring criteria:
1. Content and originality of ideas
2. Coherence and organisation
3. Grammar and vocabulary
4. Mechanics: spelling , punctuation, capitalization, etc,

**NB**: please accept any appropriate answer not mentioned in the key.